Econometrics
Topics
Leaving the rat race and its consequences
Certain foods: cause of cancer
60s communes: have the right idea-share and money
Is wealth rates happiness-suicide in millionaires
Effects of water conditions on young children
Educational results: based on race and gender
NFL abuse
Sunlight: its effects on studies of children
Organic diet effects
How vegan hurt people
What will happen if terrorists attack power grids
Intelligent levels and diet
Intelligent levels and birth order
Field study effects and placebos
Sugar intake and depression
Illnesses and pesticides caused
Asperger’s disease and vaccinations
Bullying:results and causes
Serial killers: no moment of return
Living places and best places to live
Education: why it should be free and why not?
Big business: do not want to have cure for cancer
Gambling: number of people who are addicted
Internet: free of charge
Income on life insurance effect
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Education gender disparity between developing and developed
countries
Immigration impact on US unemployment
Correlation between youth unemployment and minimum wage
Education years vs. Crime index
Analysis of economic growth of financial development
National savings inflation effects on cross country
Cross country analysis: life expectancy and life income on human
development index
Do taxes hurt GSP?
Spending over challenger lead to higher votes percentage?
Barriers effect on trade
Socioeconomic and economic: infant mortality determinants
Economic factor that affects homelessness in USA
Variations that contribute to economic factors in US housing
Income inequality and economic growth: economic impact of
development and research
Voting economic patterns
Unemployment and education levels after recession
Average income and economic expenditures in countries around the
globe
GDP per capita effect on national life expectancy
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Topics
Outsourcing: are firms that outsource successful than firms who do not?
Link between stock market performance and country’s economic state
Stock market and economy link
How government monetary policy is affecting private companies
Estimation and identification of discrete game of complete information
Business and econometrics
Econometrics and game theory
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